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Introduction

This conference has the established goal of seeking new ways to

"humanize the information sciences." We wish to suggunt that "humanize"

is far too narrow a concept, and that the "information sciences" (par-

ticularly the field of speech communication) might do well to consider

broadening their vision to use a term such as "blologize." It will be

the position taken in this paper that we cannot really understand human

communication without an understanding of the communication systems of

other species; and, rurther, that a rich and productive means of devising

new methodologies and conceptual frameworks for atuiying communication is

in cross-pollination between the fields concerned with human communication

and the biological disciplines. Consequently, we will discuss some of

the reasons for a reluctance in our field to move to a biroader comparative

approach, and a few of the benefits--to our field and to othersof coa-
1

parative work. In particular, our discussion will focus on the implications

of the notions of evolution for the conceptualization of communication

in different species, especially man.

I. Evolution and Communication

" Communioation Continuity"

Disregard of animal communication systems by scholars of human com-

munication has stemmed from some sericus problems of both misuse of

comparative work and misinterpretation of evolutionary theory. Too

often comparative approaches have been 'objected to and perceived merely

as reducing man's communication systems (especially language) to those

of "lower" species, either in terms of basic concepts or evolutionary
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history. This objection fails to positively affirm the fundamental function

of comparative analysis, whioh is to discover both similarities and

differences. However, it does point to a serious temptation (reductionism)

in the comparative approach. Interestingly, this objection usually comes

from an anthropocentric position; as should be apparent when one recognizes

the qualitative differences among species of divergent lineages and

different environmental demands, it is equally important to note that

tho communisation systems of other species should not be reduced to that

of man.

Reductionism has been most apparent in the one area of "comparative

communication" that has been developed, that is, in the description of

human communication In terms of closed mechanical systems, information

theory. and Shannon and Weaver (1949) type models. The problems of ap-

plying information theory and related machines models to human communica-

tion have been frequently discussed, and it is not our intention to review

them here of. R. Smith (1962), for example). Instead, we would like to

criticize its reductionism on grounds usually omitted by other critiques--

that is, in terms of the awkward implications rogarding the evolution of

.....nguage and communication that flow from information theory.

Since information theory is predicated upon the concept of entropy, it

would seemingly be unable to account for any of the emergent aapeuts of

evolution. Instead, the "most"--and this is perhaps stretching information

theory unjustly--that can come from its concepts is the presumption that,

all communication systems can be ranked on a simple unitary scale of com-

municative complexity. Differences among communication systems are re-

ducible to differences in number of structural characteristics, channel

capacity, and so forth. Qualitative differences are ignored, and any dis-

cussion of the evolution of communication or evolutionary relationshipo
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among communication systems of living species within the information theory

framework implicitly assumes that some species are merely simpler versions

of other species. This assumption might well be called the "theory of

communication continuity," and Lyons (1970) has expressed awareness o1

apparently the sane concept at work in a non-information theory context:

"It has often been argued, and perhaps more frequently assumed without

argument in recent years, that human language must have evolved from some

more primitive form of communication akin to one of the signalling systems

employed by other animal species" (229)*. Bronowski (1967) has explicitly

supported the "communication continuity" views

The distinction between human language and animal communication has
been debated by many writers; indeed,*the main lines of the argument
were laid down in the last century. Since then, a great deal has been
learned about animal behavior which has given the topic a new and
solid interest. At the same time, fossil evidence has been found which
changes the traditional conception of the evolution of the human
brain.... These findings and speculations give a different philosophic
depth to the discussion of human and animal nature.... tt is not Am
Ellgd444that there is any break in evolution between human cppech stns
its ortama in animal behular. (374-375; emphasis ours.)

The assumption of "communication continuity" appears to be guile

analogous to the psychological notion of "mental continuity" that stemmed

from behavioristic views of intelligence and learning. The notion of

mental continuity--that there are no fundamental differences in intelli-

gence among species, and, hence, that all living organisms can be ranked

on a unidimensional scale of mental complexity (with man at the top and

the sponge at the bottom)--has been under attack during the past few years

by Hodes and Campbell (1969), Hodos (1970), and Loukard (1971), among

others. Evidence contradicting the mental continuity position and sup-

porting the existence of important qualitative4 different mental and

learning abilities has been put forth by Rozin and Kalat (1971) and

*As it applies to the presumed evolution of 'aerial from human nonverbal
communication, Sirdwhistell (1970) has critiqued this notion, which he
calls the "'Closer to Nature' temptation."
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Shettleworth (1972). An example of the disturbing consequences of ex-

perimental work for advocates of the mental continuity view wan provided

by Hodos (1970), where in a particular test of learning plasticity, pigeon:;

(why should be the inferior species in a mental continuity view) per-

formed better than New World monkeys. (Numerous other examples can be

found in Stettner and Matyniak (1968).) We submit that similarly dis-

turbing results for the communication continuity notion occur if it is

tested against empirical evidence. For example, the communication sys-

tems of primates would supposedly surpass the systems of "lesser" species

such as birds. However, if one uses structural complexity as the cri-

terion, bird song in most Oscine species is far more complex thts'l Now

or Old World monkey calls; furthermore, In our own research (unpublinisid),

we have found that the structural compleXity of a set. of calls or the

common loon--a nonpasserine and early evolved avian speciesls greater

than that of some birdsong. If one uses vocal plasticity, then the

Indian hill Aynah appears to far surpass any New World monkey. Of course.

there are other criteria by which the "higher" animals L-Irpass the

"lower" ones. The point is that the communication systems of living or-

ganisms differ qualitatively, and do not fall on a simple scale that

ignores fundamental differences.

11Seft211 SWericotAW

411 too often, underlying the objections to reductionism in informa-

tion theory and comparisons with other species is an assumption that is

more often expressed in conversation than in writing, but is evident In

the work of authors that we will discuss below. This assumptionwhich

we shall call the "theory of speech eupeiAority".is basically at log,

gerheada with the communication continuity view in that it correctly em-

phasizes qualitative differences; but simlar errors in reasoning regarding
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evolution are involved.

Simply, the "speech superiority" position holds that all communication

systems of "lesser" specie's are qualitatively vastly inferior to the systems

of man, most specifically language. Crudely put, the view is t/iat language

(and/or human communication in general) somehow of encompasses and

surpasses all other systems; hence, by studying man, we would implicitly

study the other forms as well (but not vice versa). Or, the other systems

are so qualitatively inferior as to be uninteresting.

In the first place, it is difficult to make such judments without

considerable comparative evidence, and very ,1,1ttle work hnu been dorm

thus far. But secondly, such judgments are questionable on evolutionary

grounds, as well as being preMature. We shall highlight some of those

questionable aspects in discussing the positions of Smith (1967) and

Marshall (1970).

A sophisticated--but inconsistent--presentation of a speech

superiority position is found in a biological theory of communication

presented by Smith (1967). Smith's position is that moat current communi-

cation theories are reductionistic--that is, that all phenomut may be

reduced to and ultimately explained in terms of a single elementary set

of physical (mechanical) constructs (a position with which we generally

agree). Hence Smith takes an "emergent," "holistic," "organismic"

position, treating communication as a central biological phenomenon

involved with information exchange.

Up to this point, Smith's view is solid. However, despite his

emphasis on emergence and anti-reductionism, later in his work we find

an ordering of Lying systems as demonstrating the evolution of communi-

cative complexity from simple organisms and chemical communication, to

insects, lower vertebrates (fish, reptiles, and birds), to the higher
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vertebrates (primates), and man and speech. For such conclusions about

the evolution of communication to be drawn implies that he views some

living speoies as primitive to others, falling into place on some linear

scale of evolution. It is the case, on the contrary, that no Wing

species is descended from any other living species. Species today

represent divergent lines of evolution that long ugo branched off,

evolving in parallel and not representing an evolutionary sequenco

(Hodos, 1970). Inferences about the phylogenetio development of communi-

cation or other behavioral systems cannot come from animals representing

divergent lineages; and species that have come from the same stem have

usually evolved so specifically to new environmental requirements as to

be unrepresentative of any evolutionary sequenoe. For example, although

amphibians evolved before reptiles, living frogs and toads are not

ancestral to reptiles since both amphibian and reptilian species have

changed greatly since the time of branching. Since mamnalo probably

originated from another branch of reptiles, it is unreasonable to consider

either birds or crocodiles as representing communication syntems arc :tn

to liAn's (cf. Hodos, 1970 ). Comparisons of species representing divergent

paths can give insight only into the pressures of adaptation on communi-

cation systems (cf. Hodos and 9ampbell 1969): Some possible evidence

for the evolution of behavior and communication patterns and systems can

come ogy from studying speoies that represent a oommon evolutionary

lineage and which have not diverged too greatly. For example, since both

birds and living alligators and crocodiles came from the same "archosaurian-

stem reptiles," the modern orooidilia, as surviving arohosaurs, are

reasonable representatives of the reptilian ancestors of birds (Hodos,

1970 g 29). Studies of hedgehogs, tree shrews, bushbabies, and some

Old World monkeys ma yield some information about the evolution of man's

communication systems.



Furthermore, Smith assumes that there is an evolutionary "goal,"

and that this goal is toward increasing complexity and specialization.

Evoluttonary trends in the direction of simplicity have been discussed

in some depth by Simpson (1967) and Mayr (1969). Thus, ironically,

although the initial view presented by Smith stresses qualitative

differences, his rank ordering of living systems as demonstrating an

evoluticzary movement toward complexity is itself reductionietIo and

seriously misleading.

Although the position taken is the inverse of Smith's, Marshall

(1970) has followed the same assumptions in his reasoning. Marshall't$

position seems to be an update of the "distinctive features" approach

put forth by Hockett.(1959; 1960a, b; 19631 Hockett and Asher, 1964).

Hcckett eventually listed 16 features that supposedly distinguish language

from other systems, implicitly suggesting that organisms could be placed

on a vertical scale according to the number of features possesued. Many

of these featvres applied to other species; naming, for example, Is

evident in the behavior of some antiphonal bird species (cf. Thorpe,

1966). However, only man's system contained all 16 features, of course,

and the scale totally ignored features (such as chemical coding) attri-

butable to other species' systems but not to man's. (Hockett and

Altmann (1968) eventually revised the design features approach toward

"frameworks" which removed language as the standard against which all

other systems were judged. The original distinctive features approach,

which emphasized "speech superiority," was--and still is--quite influential,

however.)

Marshall reduced the number of presumably diagnostic features to

five, which supposedly do not characterize the communication systems of

other species (one of the euppoee4lx unique characteristics is naming).
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Froi this comparison of the systems of Lying species, he argues against

the view that language evolved from animal forms of "informative signal-

ling." So again we find the derivation of conclusions regarding evolu-

tionary sequence from an improper ordering of living systems in some

evolutionary sequence. Furthermore, Marshall's position is that language

is puneyior to other communication systems, a view which completely fails

to acknowledge that qualitatively different systems have evolved to meet

different adaptive requirements.

It is readily apparent that there are qualitative differences among

species; such a point is obvious in evolutionary theory's implicit

assumption of discontinuities resulting from "the divergence of

evolutionary lines and the extinction of many intermediate forms" (nodes

and Campbell, 1969:339). Hence it is ultimately unreasonable to rgnk

communication systems, AS it is unreasonable to rank apples, oranges, and

bananas, since oach has been adapted to different environmental conditions.

Comparisons among epeeies can be made; but to then infer that one kind

is inferior and thus more primitive in some evolutionary sense suggests

an untenable view of revolution.

"Comparative Communication"

Interesting and valid comparisons among species can be made if notions

such as "rudimentary" and "inferior"--in any evolutionary sense - -ere dropped.

In faot, it is only by comparison--if only against an implicit and un-

articulated "model " - -that any phenomenon is defined and understood. Quite'

simply, it is as important to say what something is not as what it in; and,

as Sobook 0960 pointed out, in exclusively studying human communication,

we have restricted ourselves to a sample of one. The conceptual inadequacy

of the "communication continuity" and "speeoh superiority" points of view

would not be apparent except through knowledge of and comparison with the
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communication systems of other species, grounded in an underotanding of

evolution.

An important consequence of the often ill - reasoned debates comparing

human and other animal, insect, or mechanical communication systems hay;

been to more clearly perceive what is uniquely human. Equally important,

we can perceive--when our anthropocentricism is held in Whack --what is

uniquely the property of another species. At the same time, we may per-

ceive what is shared or similar among several species. Several examples

will serve to reveal these points: (1) The steady growth of Hockett's list

of design features as characteristics (though not exclusively) of human

language is a direct consequence of comparative work. (2) The significance

of the important linguistic notion of "open-andedness" is more clearly

understood when compared to another kind of "open-endedness" in the communi-

cation of bees. (3) The adoption of and attempted adaptation to human

communication of Shannon and Weaver's cybernetic model contributed to a

great growth in conceptualization (especially in the rebuttal attempts).

SBC2.9.2tMALfiAMOSTLD2ZfgAVAXMAW-g2MNAalgagoe

Briefly sketched, the comparative study of communication, at a highly

abstract level, can be grounded in a theoretical basis such as that put

forth by Smith (1967) (but without the questionable assumptions criticized

earlier in this paper). In this view, communication--in its broadest

sense--is a biological phenomenon, and !ts defined as the exchange of in-

formation by an organism with its environment. Quite likely, information

Will have to remain a primitive term.

Placed into an evolutionary framework, this phenomenon of communication

manifesto itself In qualitatively different patterns,--abilities, and systems

in different-species. ThEvcommunication proces6 of each species at -it is

expressed in communicative behavior is itself subjeot-to selection pressures.
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Communicative behaviors are adaptive. Thus when we compare communication

among species, we are discussing qualitatively different processes; for

example, communication in the chimpanzee is not merely a simpler version

of communication in man. However, in some sense, at an abstract conceptual

level, we are talking about the "same" phenomenon--one that serves certain

adaptive funotions (such as integration and differentiation (Smith, 1967))

for all organisms. Communication in man is the "same" phenomenon as

communication in the chimpanzee only in the same way that we can talk about

intelligence in man and-in chimpanzee and'mean the !same" thing--that is,

as "an aggregate of special' abilities, each one evolved as a response to

ecological factors posing problems" (Lookard, 1971:173).

Communication in any 4eoies can thus be seen as a set of special

abilities and rE'lated behaviors evolved to deal specifically with infor-

mation and the integration and differentiation of the organism and other

organisms, upon which the process of Bawl and oultural, selection have

acted. Some similar behaviors from unrelated species may have resulted

from similar selection pressures; similarities among related species may

have coma from phylogenetio sources. Differences may be due to either

evolutionary divergence or different adaptive pressures. Depending on our

purposes, we can then refine the definition to require that communication

behavior associated with these functions be recognized as significant by

another organism, or that it be intentional, and so forth. These refine-

ments, however, are olearly arbitrary and pragmatio.

Aspects of this view are not new'to zoologists. An adaptive!.

evolutionary approaoh'hte been taken by ethologists for yearolof. Tinbergen,

)90I'Loreni0;1965). Frequently, howeVert'oommupioation'behavierbae beeh

depnitionOly reetrioted to a rather litdted-6100-4lled'aiiWitimulW

which, throUg4-thelroOess otritUkti4WoMiAtio achieved-spOikio



"communicativo value. The orrowness of this view of communication is

largely due to the bias towards innateness on the part of-the Most influential

,ethologists, but this bias and narrow definition of co ioation are clearly

not necessary cOnsequences ()flit adaptive-evolutionary view. Ab mentioned

cultural and nonoultural faotorvmay exert_selective

Jiressure on-ooMmuhioatlon.abilities and behavior(

Rationalist Methodoloq

'Thus far.in this paper we-have discussed how a knowledge of, Certain

conooptivfrom other disciplines and a comparative apProaoklo communication-

are necessary for-an adequate understanding of huian communicatiOn.:Oross-
,

p011ination'can work the ,other way,-,toorfor example)-14arier'S (1970)

oonoeptualiiation:ottite-Ontogeny of in male white-orowned4parrOws

has clearly benefitted from ostmilaritiesuin this _OrOcess tO-that,or.,

language,acquisition But in additiO06 ephange

-concePte, *se methodologies appropriatetoinvestigation lei on4illeld

may be_ profitably used in-another field. In this sootioni'we_Vould like-

--to discus() how a formal, ratibnalitlumethod,l'Of itudy-setfOrtli

Ohomsky and Miller (1963) can be_applied to the studrofoommunioationin

nonhumanii-and discuss -some of the problems involved in this piSi)0441,ire

-/n determining the significance (struotural anOocial) of certain

-features-of animal communication systems) biologists have employed a

p(rocedure roughly analogous to the field lingaiotis too44140-for-deter-

miniug'linguistic units and'sequence0-, but-laokingexplicithetts and. bleir

00440* groilMitig'(0, The fortal analYeiS

-putfOrt bi'0hOOky'and14ilerideiArisrovideibe:abSent=theorAI5al leis
arid

6t__ 0 as it may seeM-at'ffiSti'airationalist-iiieWpoint dOes not

_oori*d4i-g;tir .011.0i4_adaki#0.010,34tiOnarY:-PoSitiOliriA'fact-iiiiiirwte



compatible, partioularly-if one ready "predisposioion" for the "innate

ideas" that are often referred tO0 and recognizes the developmental inter-

playof wdispositions_and environment, (At; pointed Out earlier in this

p4peir, radical behaviorism, as manifested in a communication continuity

view, dowcontradiot our position.) Essentially; the. rationalist program

attempts to devise theories for the systeM being studied -that (1) dis-

_tinguisti units from nonunits; (2) specify the order of occurrence of the

units (acceptable and unacceptable sequences); (3)'list the range of

poseibie_hypotheses'that account for (1) and (2); (4) provide u way to

consistently Structurally (Warne any given sequence of the phenomenon;

and ($) previcWan "evaluation procedure " -(in contrast to the "disooverY

procedure" sought by traditional empirioiets) that ranks these theories

according to criteria such as simplioity; elegance, and "naturalness "

(oft Chomeky, 1965), The accuracy of decisions made in steppA1) and (2)'

to determined by testing each theory's prediotions (as to Units and

acceptable sequences) against the responses of a "native informant:"

Hence the outpUt-from this procedure is tied direCtlY to empiricall-testing.

man adapted to the study-Of a nonhuman communication system; the

prograi set for by Chomaky and Hiller does-hot coMMit'one:to-boilSvin8

_that'an' animal's communication-system is i -a language; but'it allows

numerous possibilities to be explored. The program, when-tied to,its

oppirioal consequences, provides arrigorous method of-formulatin00606006

= Ond. th001, "plus providing a means' to 'analyse hC0 "powerful; a hooey

needed 'to -do ouot for -the -data i or example, exaMinettan-0 d4a-
- _

hispresentatiyer'Wthe system under "ihveSf4tion welind-Ov denos°Of

40E404 0%411 fil*it4i aiipeail etiosai'tO ao

ietsavi to Theory, Thi'p40f*sai a bobaid6A646464active-

tWO*70.00-10eanisiitiitudifil-,60miii0;60



cloess not Allow the possibility of a more powerful one -(of. Lashley 1951),

the Chomeky and Miller approach, when tied to field testing, allows all

avenues to be explored and suggests some means for determining the best

theory,

..11 :

When applying the formal procedure to studying nonhuman subjects,

there are some important difficulties to consider, The huMan observer is

thought not to be fully competent in the communication system ofthe animal

being studieds hence, the usual problem of objectivity in language study

is more oomplicated in the study of animal communication. As with the

investigation of language acquisition in children,-the anima cannot be

simply treated as a cooperative native informant, A some point (in fact,

at the point of testing hypotheses against observable behavior),, the investi-

gator must decide that the animals behavioral resp6ssesSre acceptable

indicators of moaning of a call, or other vocal passion, }Weyer,

clearly-the dcoisions as to r.aat behaviors are samo_or different, nd fall

into whioh categoreis of-responses ultimately rest on the-intuitiona'of

the human observer. He is confronted with explaining and justifying-his

intuitions of the structure and waning of the communication systeth Of

another species" Here we are not worried about what are usually called

"anthropomorphic interpretations," but are concerned with more fundamental

issues related to possible differences between Man and other species, and

the problem of understanding (or even positing) "Other minds,"

The investigator can operate with an Apital,"nativeinfOrmant" only

by -making several assumptionst_:(1)i$S-aniraallei:responses are not oon-

-trived;r4robably a fair aesumptloivfor most-opociies,4idept'irimates..or

e'cintfilianOe' ban fXVidentified.- (2)-'Thcfnuoiti--Obdeiviniiilittoapahli-Or

-understanding -ihe:p04414:0AhOyiteM. caSAnOlifett-onOugh;=sn4
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enough "like" the species to comprehend what he observes. The

observor is capable, through his own or technical means, of "tuni1.0"

to the modality employad--or can at least find evidence that such hereto.

tore unnoticed systems are involved. (4) The investigator is capable of

sufficiently approximating the parsing system of the animal, whether at a

maoro'taxonomio level or a more refined level) he will not force date into

categories in which they do not belong,' nor improperly exclude it from

consideration, nor devise "unnatural" categories.- This to particularly

relevant when the animal's perceptual abilities are qlialitatively different

(as with bate) or superior, as with birds. (The sensitivity of birds to

sequenoing is at least ten times that of humans, thus suggesting that

more complicated sequence-dependent system is possible' than might o4her-

wise be expected, were the researcher to depend,solely on natural

perceptual abilities, (of. Oreenewalt (1968) andMarler (1969)).

With these assumptions in mind, we oan emploY thelollOwing procedUre,

as a beginning for understanding_ the commuhioation sistei under study

1.Pertora:a formal anal*i Of the systei,r00100-004,
0401"V°04ii**

cations, p4orponal systemer'whatever., Following the Prino10.60i-

"coipleAent6ry distribution( ObSOrVsyhat occurs tOgethii., dOeS nOt'oOOUr-

i08000i, and sometimes occurs together.- irom this can be established what

on the *face appear to be reasonable divieione and catego4es WphenoMens.sz

smallest finite categories constitUte'disorete l'OymbOle)they serve

as'"tho:040isi)40 atoms from which long(1:000p6ges must_* constructed,"

°:(0hOmil4 .41.04tWift--19010.0) :In

,

the possibilities -of both'hoiisontal-a64-veitieal. aOrangepe4 ehoi4d be

IceS,Op 001'01atlis)- '04414 4:0101.$14 4inikatii0411y; so =that

brokin44O:pmallei* Ones( Op piiV.04766'. possible

ihtl.c*;,04,4i4t..----,00-41. 6 :44*o may
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be that there are distinct levels of the system, each with its own set of

elements and rules, connected "logically" (explicitly) to each-other.

2. Determine the acceptable sequences of elomento, and clearly die-

tinguickh them from unacceptable sequences, This may be done either by

listing. sequences, byproviding an operational test that distinguishes

acceptable aequences from unacceptable ones, or writing a number of "ruleu"

which summarize the acceptable Bequ)noes,. (Until a adherent, encompassing

'new of,the animal's oommunication system is attained, all three methods

may be'illieful at ortain'points.) In completing'this step, the problem is,

the animal's responses cannot occur- -to our eyes anyway in a ugly

structural context,- Olearly we cannot expect-thecanimal-tpo make oholoes

between alternatuves en a purely structural basic, -iflor-no,cther=resson

thin uyould have no means for underataiiding his responses. Mere difference,

in behavior can'indiote that -the frequenoY hUrts_thepara, ttiat"10tOneS

are pleasing-or simply, that a perceptually noticable-ohange*hes-Codurred,

Hence a ubioassie teohinqUe (of. Emlen, 1971) must* adapted 0'00'-

rationalist proven, fie a means of,digambiguating the-respopaei-orthe-enimel,

In this technique the units under study are embedded in a aooial context;

For exempla, in attempting to identify whioh feature's were related to

individual y000gnition in the song of the male Indigo bunting, Wen used

the "degree of territorial responaeh as a measure of what features were

signigicant, He reasoned that more and stronger aggressive behaviors would

be- °United from :a territorial male as more'feaOrep related tO territory

and-indi4i0A1-recognitien were included if- Dy systematically:

the -oot relevant ohra'_raairolifto0.6a `and` their important

embed4,4i14"06:04* iii a

`known 0061 oontexthere responses -to' stimulus CharaCterliitirati be

*0Ured'agaiiiet-eXpected_normal-reeponsea oen)4010t-at structural meaning;
:



We might more thoroughly discuss theproblets of this procedure (as

it is thus Zar developed) by posing the following question: What does it

mean if the behavior exhibited,by the animal, for two alternative sequences,'

or two contrasting features, is not notioably different for either alternative?

1. The oategorisation rule (code) may be falladous. Evidence against

this dedision Comes primarily- from the success ortallute of the process

up to this point; If the animal's behavior has bosh Witioably different

with each systematic variation of features, thsn,one could conclude,

pragtatically,-that the code is in order, and leave it at that.

2. However, ik the evidence is as described in 1., then an "error",

exists in-the coda to the extent that-Wpostulated a. further difference

that does not appear to be supported. Again, one could take one of several

decisions:

a, The animals behavior may vary,- or does vary,_oystematIcally

in aocordance with the two alternatives, but the observer's perseptu41.

devices do not allow-this' to he perceived, This retains an-OPen_quettion$-

At thi 00:00ht': it'is of no usefulness -to ept_for thie 46100 61erio-AV

nothing that can'bedone aboO:it. similarly, to say that', tie animal',

behaViok is not Widorstandable or'is contrived is hotioartiCularlihelpf4.

et those remain open possibilities, and indicate that decisions ultimately

rest on intuttiona.: At the same time, howeverf the pragmatic uselessness

of the00.411440,allows male:Ai-on Of-aliethor alternative, -Optiono

ana 4, May now:be-eiplored,

11:441i -tilterh4lItt'oedes eqUally, well 'to Ahie,-'

poinWoonetr*iing the same- tet Otliaturet'And poquence00Aits044-00Ore,

Of the --4te:rtatives me*!icekit'ate 001.0.-46:fq*041,-

4*(5i'riiefinemeo. i044
-41"4100r00100i0)
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o, There are alternative codes that operate on different

prinoiples and reorganize the data so that alternatives are different.

d. The error in the current node is merely-indioative of that

point where differences that we perceive are meaningless to the animal.

One would then rewrite the node to match the data. Admittedly this is ad

hoo to some extent, tut it surely indicates one of the points where a purely

formal analysis may give way to empirical evidence; and, although the code

is thus-a bit ad hoc (when adjusted), the adjustment is justified olearly

on the basis of the prior, principled decision to use an empirical test to

determine the value of the code,

VW is now required is soma means by which we can aeleot among the

three remaining options, b,, o., and d. In choosing between b. and (it, as

the options are now put, we should opt for b,, for. it formally,aocounts

for the situation in a neat and explicit way.' However, if the animal appears

to do "Dgillillg," we have no real way of distinguishing between vagueness within

a class and the proper boundaries of the class, Hence it is always possible

that the class is vague, or, more interestingly, Jo ambiguous, rather than

being the smallest meaningful unit as explained in the alternative code, In

this one sense, b, and d. cannot be distinguished,

Choosing between c. and d. can be done by testing the alternative

codes against the animals responses to see whether the responses do support

the categories and sequences established by the alternative codes. Whioh-

ever code achieved the-greatedt response dieorlAinatiork would be favored,

since iteacoounted for the rn.at data.

-Choosing teteet b. and o. is:done the same way as choosing between

00 and 49-Unletio'd0 haitetartiVitit0Wi# acoordSiide-With'the results

ot'testOtielii-tfiefteld. One'WOUld'presume that o. w6U14-164-pre7.

to --oxj4idii and not' ogt tWoi



The situation is mor& ambiguous if we encounter two codes that predict

the same empirical consequences (or the alternate situation where we have

two codes that equally well account for the data), If both codes predict

the same consequences, then at least within our current context, we have no

way of determining which alternative is "right," because there is apparently

no test that distinguishes between them." Hence, we may legitimately choose

either alternative, However, we may wish to provide certain standards (for

judging between rival theories) that appeal to other_ concepts, such as sim-

plicity, elegance, or "naturalness " - -a particularly confusing notion when

one is working with another species. Further, theories can be ranked

according to how well each is internally ordered and externally ordered -(how

, --
well it fits with other theories off' other-relevant phenomena), A node

dealing with units and sequences and hierarchical organization of out16 must

coordinate with neurological, physiological, and anatomical data, )articularly

with the parameters ("fidelity'criterion") that such data impose".

This discussion illustrates some of the points where decisions made in

explaining the communication system_of an animal may be questioned, Yet

it is felt that if such decisions are made following this program and its

guideline's (how one voilld make "naturalness" explicit is not known), and on

the basis of coordinating the'codewith relevant and well documented facts,

then the decisions and subsequent code will be fairly strong.

We have begun to folloWthis formal procedure .n our own investigations

in comparative communication, workiiig With-the common loon, and have fetid

it-tO bOlighl,y'productive. In CetjutiotiOn with-thiaprograt',-4hieli works

-dir04444ethe-commiuileaticin behavior;- -we atej4100:oMpi4ing a tomplementarY

propedure'designed'td describe 00 communication In tei1410-a-;p5c41-*sq.-:

Vences; T prdobdurd has b$en 011014 Wotholog4.0fildii-som0 time,
_

0iO4-=101-0,104, 04 4yod, ofokilnoo.ila-qeri48-uo;o=ta4tiiiiii
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a great deal. However, it does provide us with a general taxonomy of loon

vocalizations (categorized according to social consequence), which will help

us to provide a social context for the "bioassay technique" used in deter-

mining structural meaning. Thus far, we have come up with some hypotheses

regarding units and sequences, and can begin field testing these in the next

few seasons. A problem which we must resolve in the field testing is that

until it is possible to,,identitr what is merely individual variation in calls,

it is hard if not impossible to determine what are significant differences

in units and sequences and what are not Hence we will be concerned with

identifying those features that code individual identity (of. lieer, 1970;

Ezalen, 1971), again by using the basic rationalist procedure in conjunctton

with the bioassay technique.

2ammaa

TA this paper we have discussed two views of communication that have

been of particular arohiteotonio signifioanoe in defining the field-of study

of speech communication. Involved in both the "communication continuity"

and the "speech superiority" positions have been some questionable assumptions

regarding the nature of evolution and evolutionary relationships among species.

Once thee() assumptions are removed, the comparative approach to the study of

communication can be seen to be extremely valuable, and is, in fact,

necessary for a complete understanding of human communication. Adaptation

of methodologies from one field of study to another can also be highly .

productive, as in the use of the formal, rationalist program of investigation

in studying animal communication systems.
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